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Abstract 

Electrochemical sensors have been prepared using a range of materials and using a variety of 

methods.  The selection of phthalocyanines or nanoparticles as sensing materials in 

electrochemical sensors was inspired in their electrocatalytic properties1. In turn, 

nanostructured sensors prepared using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) or the electrostatic Layer-

by-Layer (LbL) techniques have the advantage of the enhanced number of active sites that has 

a reflect in the increase in the intensity. The control of molecular architectures afforded by 

these techniques can led to the development of a variety of devices where synergy is achieved 

by combining distinct materials, including organic-inorganic hybrids2. 

In this work combinations of phthalocyanines or conducting polymers with nanoparticles have 

been used as voltammetric sensors for the detection of compounds of interest in the food 

industry (i.e. phenols or organic acids). The role of the molecular interactions in the 

electrocatalytic properties has been studied and the existence of synergistic effects has been 

evidenced. For instance, the combination of phthalocyanines with gold nanoparticles in LB 

films produced an increase in the sensitivity towards phenols  and detection limits of 10-7 

mol.L-1 were attained.  

Biosensors have also been developed by introducing enzymes in the sensing layer. For instance 

LB films combining phthalocyanines and amphiphilic molecules provided biomimetic 

environments where enzymes could preserve their functionality. Detection limits as low as 10-8 

mol.L-1 towards phenols were attained. 

Finally, the performance can be further improved by constructing arrays formed by sensors 

with complementary activity. The signals provided by the array analyzed by means of 

chemometric methods have allowed detecting antioxidants present in complex mixtures such 

as wines or musts. 
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